Dear Partners,

Good Morning to you all and I hope you are doing fine.

I would like to thank you for attending Friday’s meeting and it was very interactive. As promised, please find attached the documents of the meeting.

The **main points** of discussion and follow-up actions are as follows:

**REPORTS OF BACK LOG AND SOLUTION PROCESS**
In KISORO ( Nyakabande and Matanda ), KYAYA II .

- **UNHCR** and OPM continue to find quick solution with the view of fast racking the Registration process.

**UPDATE SEBAGORO SCREENING**
OPM and Protection debriefing on the solution process

- **OPM** to provide and confirm a progress update during this week

**UPDATE ON CONTINGENCY PLAN AND RRP**
Professional and clear update on all contingency plans ( DRC, SOUTH SUDAN and BURUNDI ) and all details concerning RRP .

Gentle reminder for all partners to send their budgets for the 2020-2021 regional RRPs and OPM to urgently validate/add their inputs to these pending Contingency plans

**CONFIRMATION DATE ABOUT GLOBAL REFUGEE FORUM**
It was confirmed that the first Global Refugee Forum will take place in Geneva from 17-18 December 2019, UN Member States and others will highlight key achievements and exchange good practices, both with respect to a specific country or regional situations, as well as on a global level.

**UPDATE ON STAFF ACCOMODATION AND HARMONIOUS SOLUTION**
As soon as possible, OPM will give the greenlight in order to share this updated document with possible solution. There were many new colleagues and partners at this meeting and if some forgot to complete the attendance list, Mr. Kallon and Ms Sarah will be pleased to share with you all details, included this communication.

The next national Inter-Agency Coordination Group meeting will take place on **Friday, 8 November 2019**.

I am always available for any additional infos or support. Many thanks.

Kind regards,
Philippe Creppy
Assistant Representative
UNHCR Operations
Kampala Uganda